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Chapter 479
Ye Xingchen’s technique is very delicate, but it is not without flaws, and Wayne Lin
already has a way to deal with it.

Through the fierce battle just now, Wayne Lin has probably figured out Ye Xingchen’s
routine.

Ye Xingchen’s style is equivalent to a non-Newtonian fluid. The greater the external
force it receives, the harder and more indestructible it is. Some non-Newtonian fluids
with strong enough properties can’t even penetrate bullets. On the contrary, if the
external force is smaller, the non-Newtonian fluid will be softer, and it can be pierced
easily. This is a wonderful thing.

Therefore, the fiercer Wayne Lin’s offense was, the easier Ye Xingchen was, the more
he could not break Ye Xingchen’s defense, and finally he was exhausted alive.

Fortunately, Wayne Lin was smart enough, and he quickly found a way to deal with it, so
he had just been able to hurt Ye Xingchen.

Now he can’t take the initiative, but has to become passive. In this way, Ye Xingchen will
not be able to show the exquisiteness of his practice. On the contrary, he can copy Ye
Xingchen’s practice!

Ye Xingchen grew up in the BRAGRUN organization, and thought from the bottom of his
heart that his blood was noble and was the descendant of gods in this world, and
Wayne Lin was just a mortal, even if he broke through to the innate realm, he was also
an ant. The gap between him and Wayne Lin is like a prince and a beggar!

But now, he was actually insulted by an ant, which is absolutely unacceptable to his
arrogant character!



His movements were very fast, almost instantaneously, he had crossed a distance of
seven or eight meters to reach Wayne Lin, and then punched him. His fists and feet
were no longer feminine, but fierce and unparalleled. He did not hesitate to consume his
physical strength. , To crush Wayne Lin with a force of destruction, put Wayne Lin’s face
under his feet, and humiliate him!

Wayne Lin faced Ye Xingchen’s offensive, he also felt pressure. In any case, Ye
Xingchen was a level higher than him, and it took longer to enter the Innate Realm. The
experience gap here is not so easy. Wiped out.

“Good come!” Wayne Lin laughed loudly. At this moment, he was full of heroism. His
black hair was actually erected, and his clothes were also blown up by his aura. In an
instant, his image of people suddenly increased a lot. , Seems to have grown a few
meters tall out of thin air, becoming a giant.

Of course this is an illusion, but Wayne Lin’s aura is constantly rising.

Now Wayne Lin has entered a state of excitement. It is rare for him to meet an opponent
like Ye Xingchen, and he wants to fight Ye Xingchen well.

When it was said that it was too late, Ye Xingchen started to make a move and
launched a fierce attack on Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin didn’t carry it hard, but started to defend. He actually directly copied Ye
Xingchen’s set and absorbed all Ye Xingchen’s fierce attacks.

It’s just that he seemed a bit rusty at the beginning, and he almost failed to guard Ye
Xingchen several times, and was almost broken by Ye Xingchen’s defenses.
Fortunately, his reaction speed was very fast. After a dozen moves, he mastered the
skills. There seemed to be a whirlpool in front of him, absorbing all Ye Xingchen’s
attacks.

Seeing this scene, Ye Xingchen opened his eyes instantly, and shouted in horror: “This
is impossible!!”

Wayne Lin smiled, “Nothing is impossible, Ye Xingchen, you are nothing but that.”

To be honest, now Ye Xingchen’s heart is shocked, he is really shocked by Wayne Lin!



You know, his whirlpool technique is one of his tricks. At the beginning, he had been
cultivating for several years before he became proficient. But now Wayne Lin has just
tried his tricks and learned his tricks? Besides, it was completely smooth afterwards,
except for the unfamiliarity at the beginning. How could this not shock him!

Even, he had a trace of fear and deep jealousy. He realized that Wayne Lin’s fighting
talent was abnormally strong, and he could copy the opponent’s skills in battle, which
was extremely difficult.

But now Wayne Lin has done it…

For a time, Ye Xingchen’s killing intent on Wayne Lin became even greater. Such a
person absolutely cannot let Wayne Lin grow, he must

To kill Wayne Lin, once and for all.

Wayne Lin felt Ye Xingchen’s sudden increase in killing intent, and he sneered. Ye
Xingchen wanted to kill him, so why didn’t he want to kill Ye Xingchen?

“Ye Xingchen, what else do you have assassin? Just use it, otherwise, you won’t have a
chance later.” Wayne Lin said.

Ye Xingchen’s face was gloomy, he was a little anxious now, and he snorted coldly,
“Small bugs, since you want to die, I will let you know what is truly amazing!”

When the voice fell, his eyes started to darken, as if they were dotted with ink. Even the
whites of his eyes became black, which looked very strange. At the same time, Ye
Xingchen stepped back and closed his right fist. When he came back, the rotation
directly drove the surrounding airflow, forming a small tornado, which reached the lower
abdomen, and then he dashed towards Wayne Lin again.

Shoo!

The speed was so fast that even Wayne Lin couldn’t see clearly, and he felt an
unprecedented danger that made his scalp numb.

A strong punch, don’t force it!



Suddenly, such a thought appeared in Wayne Lin’s mind, and he had the idea of
  avoiding it.

He also saw that Ye Xingchen had activated a certain secret method to stimulate his
potential. At such a moment, Ye Xingchen’s cultivation had directly broken through the
fourth stage of the Innate Realm and reached the Great Perfection Realm!

The development of the brain’s capacity directly reached 25%, which was not
something Wayne Lin could carry, so Wayne Lin chose to step back the first time.

However, Ye Xingchen’s speed was so fast that he couldn’t dodge at all. In a hurry, he
quickly raised his arms and blocked his chest.

boom!

This punch hit, just hit his elbow, it was very painful, like being hit by a cannonball, the
huge impact caused him to retreat continuously, thump thump thump thump, every foot
was on the ground , Stepped on a footprint at least five centimeters deep, and took six
steps back before Wayne Lin stopped.

His face was shocked. He did not expect that Ye Xingchen’s punch was so powerful.
Fortunately, his fighting instinct was very strong and he made the most correct response
in time. Otherwise, once the punch hits his body, then he would Lost the fighting ability
directly.

In contrast, Ye Xingchen’s horror was even greater. He had no idea that Wayne Lin
would be able to escape his punch. You know, his punch has already reached the level
of Innate Realm Dzogchen, even if it is. His own strength is also difficult to carry.

“Damn!!!”

Ye Xingchen couldn’t help but exploded, his breathing began to swift, and he was
gasping for breath, and sweating a lot on his forehead. There was no way. The punch
just now consumed too much of his physical strength, even if he is an innate master. It’s
too much.

He looked at Wayne Lin gritted his teeth and cursed in his heart, what kind of monster is
this, it is obviously only the third stage of the innate realm, but it has such a strong
combat power!



Wayne Lin discovered that Ye Xingchen’s physical exertion was too much, his eyes
flashed, he shook his arms vigorously, shouted a good opportunity, and then rushed to
Ye Xingchen to counterattack.

Ye Xingchen became a bit bitter and very irritable. He never expected that a little Wayne
Lin would not take so much physical strength to take him!

“What kind of monster is this wild species?!”

Faced with Wayne Lin’s offense, Ye Xingchen didn’t dare to stand firm any more and
began to retreat.

He wanted to use the whirlpool technique again to absorb Wayne Lin’s offense.
Unfortunately, Wayne Lin had already figured out his trick, and he didn’t give him a
chance to suck at all. After fighting a few tricks, he consumed even more. Much physical
strength.

Ye Xingchen was completely at a disadvantage now, seeing that Wayne Lin was about
to defeat him, his expression was panicked and regretful, but when he lowered his
head, Wayne Lin didn’t notice it, his eyes flashed cunning and insidious …

Chapter 480
Wayne Lin broke his defense with a kick, kicked him on his waist, kicked him out hard,
fell into the headquarters hard, and fell in front of the ugly master.

This kick was too heavy, and with his powerful body, he couldn’t help but vomit a
mouthful of blood.

Wayne Lin looked particularly relieved, he had completely seized the upper hand now,
and he was not in a hurry.

He took two deep breaths, and then spit it out. He also consumed a lot of physical
energy just now. Now, under the blessing of his mind, tens of thousands of pores all
over his body opened up, radiating heat, directly evaporating the sweat on the surface
of his body. It became a mist, spreading around.

This scene looks very shocking.



Wayne Lin recovered a lot of physical strength through these few seconds and began to
walk towards Ye Xingchen.

“Ye Xingchen, you are done.”

Wayne Lin walked in and stared at Ye Xingchen coldly.

Ye Xingchen’s face was full of horror and panic. He struggled to get up and begged
Wayne Lin for mercy and said, “Wayne Lin, I am also a member of BRAGRUN
organization, you can’t kill me.”

“Really?” Wayne Lin sneered, he was brewing killing intent.

Ye Xingchen seemed to panic even more, and said quickly: “Wayne Lin! I know where
your mother is. If you don’t kill me, I’m willing to take you to see your mother!”

When Wayne Lin heard this, his originally stable mind was immediately shaken.

But at this moment, Ye Xingchen realized this, a trace of pride and insidiousness
flashed in his eyes, and he suddenly shot, took out a few darts from him, and flew
towards Wayne Lin, instantly sealing the forest. All directions of Ming!

When Wayne Lin reacted, it was already too late…

“not good!!”

Wayne Lin’s pupils shrank suddenly. He never thought that Ye Xingchen was so mean,
and deliberately showed weakness to anesthetize him, just to issue a hidden weapon to
count him!

He felt the great danger for the first time, and in an instant, he even felt the breath of
death coming.

Ye Xingchen had been deliberately sending out these hidden weapons for a long time,
and sealed his whole body, in this case, he was completely unable to dodge.

At the critical moment, Wayne Lin once again stimulated his potential, and in a second,
he seemed to have entered the fourth stage of the innate realm, his mental strength
increased sharply, and the speed of the darts that had flown rapidly was half slow.



And he also made the most correct response completely reflexively. He dodged most of
the darts. Unfortunately, there was another dart, which he did not dodge. It was inserted
in the middle of his thigh and half embedded. Entering, the severe pain made him
groan.

“Ye! Star! Chen!!!”

Wayne Lin almost shouted these three words from between his teeth, and his hatred for
Wayne Lin reached an unprecedented level.

The Ugly Master on the side suddenly opened his eyes and his face was full of horror.
He originally thought that Wayne Lin was about to win, but he never expected that
things would be reversed like this. Ye Xingchen’s level of superpower, He also uses
hidden weapons, which is really despicable! !

In the neon clothes in the secret room, she saw the darts stuck in Wayne Lin’s thigh, her
face changed suddenly, because she recognized that these darts were poisoned!

Wayne Lin suddenly pulled out the dart stuck in his thigh, and was about to pounce on
Ye Xingchen. When he was about to kill Ye Xingchen in one fell swoop, he found that as
soon as he exerted his strength, his thigh felt severe pain. Almost fell.

Ye Xingchen laughed at the moment, “Wayne Lin, you’re done, you hit my deadly dart,
and you want to do it? I tell you, my dart is coated with poison. The faster your blood
flows, the more deadly it is. Soon you will be poisoned and killed!”

Wayne Lin’s expression suddenly changed when he heard this, and now he did feel the
pain and numbness of his thigh, and it slowly began to spread throughout his body.

He stared at Ye Xingchen, gritted his teeth and cursed: “Ye Xingchen! You despicable
and shameless villain, you still use hidden weapons!”

Ye Xingchen stood up straight, where did he panic just now? Now his face was full of
pride and joking, looking at Wayne Lin, he was looking at a trash.

“Haha, I’m so ridiculous, the soldiers are not tired of deceit, Wayne Lin, you don’t even
understand this point, how can you fight me?” Ye Xingchen said with great pride, now
he looks like he is owed and owed.



Wayne Lin was very angry, but there was nothing he could do. He was really careless
just now. He didn’t expect Ye Xingchen to be so innocent!

Mainly, he also thought that Ye Xingchen was distracted by mentioning his mother.

His mind was running wildly, trying to suppress the poison of his thighs with true energy,
but he found that it was too difficult, the poison was too strong, and in a while, half of his
leg would lose consciousness. .

Just when he gritted his teeth and decided to die with Ye Xingchen, suddenly, behind
him, a tunnel appeared, and a red figure appeared, shouting at him: “Wayne Lin, come
here. Come into the secret room with me!”

Wayne Lin immediately looked back and found that it was a neon clothes.

Now the breath of neon clothes is obviously weaker, and it has already fallen directly out
of the innate realm, only the strength of the acquired peak!

Her sudden appearance made Wayne Lin and Ye Xingchen surprised, and they were
taken aback.

In the end, Wayne Lin reacted first. At this time, he had no other choice. Without
thinking at all, he used his last strength and rushed towards the neon clothes.

Soon, Ye Xingchen also reacted, his expression suddenly changed, and he rushed
towards the neon clothes.

However, a pistol appeared in Nishang’s hand, and he shot a few shots at him.

Ye Xingchen saw Ni Chang shooting him, his scalp was numb, and he felt a huge
danger. If he didn’t dodge, then he would definitely be shot! He is not yet indestructible,
and once he is hit, he will still die. So he made the quickest response, stopped chasing
and dodged continuously.

I have to say that his reaction was really fast enough. Nishang fired a few shots at him,
but he avoided them in advance. There was even one shot, and the bullet was
scratched across his face.



It’s a pity, but Nishang is not surprised. After all, her current state has fallen to the peak
of the day after tomorrow, and both her reaction and mental blockade have been
reduced by at least ten times.

However, even if Ye Xingchen didn’t hit Ye Xingchen, it was enough to stop his pace
and buy Wayne Lin time.

At this moment, Wayne Lin was already in front of Nishang.

Nishang didn’t say much, he directly pulled him, rushed to the passage behind him, and
immediately, the passage was closed.

“Damn!!” Ye Xingchen watched them disappear in front of him, furious, and kicked the
table blocking him in front of him. Then he rushed over and kicked the iron door of the
passage open.

Chasing it all the way.

Nishang pulled Wayne Lin, racing against time. She heard Ye Xingchen kick the iron
gate of the passage to the ground, her heart tightened, and she speeded up again!

Finally, the time she had just won was still enough. Soon, they went into the secret room
smoothly and locked the door as quickly as possible.

She sat down, gasping for breath.

This secret room was carefully built by her, surrounded by alloy half a meter thick, and
machine guns could not be swept through.

They are absolutely safe here.

Soon there was the sound of Ye Xingchen kicking the door outside, bang bang bang,
but when it reached the secret room, there was no sound.

Wayne Lin lay on the ground and breathed a sigh of relief, but immediately, he started to
smile again, nothing else, but his leg hurt too badly now. At this moment, his injured leg
is swollen. And it was dark, with black blood flowing out from the wound.



Nishang saw his injury, and his face changed suddenly, “You are poisoned! This is the
famous poison of the Eastern Region. Once it is hit, it will be killed within an hour!”

Wayne Lin heard this, his eyes flashed with intense pain, reluctance, and despair, and
then he showed a relieved smile, “Really?”

He closed his eyes, two lines of tears streaming from the corners of his eyes.

He is not afraid of death, he is afraid that death is worthless.

Now he, in this world, there are too many things that have not been done, and too many
worries are left behind. He can’t imagine how sad Alma Chu, Tao Sanniang will be once
he dies… …And, he hasn’t seen his mother yet, he hasn’t rescued her…

Nishang saw his look so desperate, biting his lip tightly, breathing quickly, and his eyes
flickering wildly. In fact, she has a way to save Wayne Lin, but this way is too sacrificed
for her!

At this moment, Wayne Lin opened his eyes and smiled at Nishang and said: “Nishang,
should I call your sister? Nishang, if you see my mother next time, please tell her, I
really miss her , I really want to miss it… Unfortunately, I will never see her old man
again…”

When Nishang heard this, her whole body trembled fiercely, extremely shaking, and at
the same time, she made that difficult decision! !

Chapter 481
This decision was too difficult for her. If the person who was poisoned was her, she
would rather die than make that decision!

Because of that decision, it was to dedicate her extremely yin physique, double
cultivation with Wayne Lin, and use her extremely yin power to help Wayne Lin detoxify.

The extremely yin physique is a rare physique in this world, not one in a million, but one
in a billion!



There are billions of people in the world, and there are only a dozen people with this
physique, and neon clothes is one of them.

The extremely yin physique is not only as simple as bringing the Taoist companion to
the cultivation base and diligence, but also cleaning all the toxins and karma of the other
party.

Very few people knew this secret, even Ye Xingchen didn’t know it.

Wayne Lin saw Nishang lowered his head and did not speak. He thought that Nishang
would not agree. He sighed deeply and said: “Sister Nishang, I know you didn’t like me.
I didn’t mean to do what happened last time. … Well, forget it, anyway, I am going to die
anyway, and there seems to be no need to explain it, just as I beg you, don’t tell my
mother that I am dead, so she will be very sad. Just take it, This is my begging of you,
can it?”

Nishang still did not speak. After coming over for a few seconds, she raised her head
and looked at Wayne Lin deeply, as if she wanted to remember Wayne Lin’s face deeply
in her mind, and penetrate into the depths of her soul. The degree of drop!

Wayne Lin was immediately stunned when he saw this look in her eyes. Suddenly, he
had a bad feeling.

At this time, Nishang spoke, “You will not die, I have a way to help you detoxify. Not only
can it detoxify, but it can also help you improve your cultivation and break through to the
fourth stage of the Innate Realm.”

She said this very seriously, making Wayne Lin stunned on the spot. Then, he opened
his eyes excitedly and said, “You have an antidote?!”

Great, if the neon clothes have an antidote, then he won’t have to die!

Also, Nishang is also a member of BRAGRUN’s organization. She has an antidote, and
it doesn’t seem to be a strange thing.

However, Nishang’s next sentence made him feel dumbfounded, “I have no antidote.”

Wayne Lin was dumbfounded on the spot, and inexplicably burst into flames. It’s this
time, and Nishang is still joking with him!



But then Nishang said again: “But I have a better way than the cure.”

Wayne Lin was stunned again. He looked at Nishang seriously, only to find that Nishang
didn’t seem to be joking with him. He was serious…just, what the hell was the shyness
that came out of the eyes of Nishang?

And Nishang’s face is really red.

So Wayne Lin asked curiously: “What is the solution?”

Ni Chang bit her lips tightly. She did not choose to answer, but stood up. Then, she
made a move that made Wayne Lin stunned and completely dumbfounded! !

When she saw her, she actually started to untie her clothes. After a while, she revealed
her white and flawless skin, and a body that was enough to make any man in the world
crazy.

Wayne Lin’s eyes widened. Even with his composure and experience, he was
completely dazed at this moment. There was a short circuit in his brain, and I couldn’t
imagine it. Why did Nishang do this?

Is this to give him a cool shot before he died?

Nishang’s action is extremely challenging and embarrassing for her, especially in terms
of her character. He would rather die than be like this, and meet frankly in front of the
opposite sex. She has never Things done! !

However, Wayne Lin’s reaction made her a little proud. Although she was disgusted with
this kind of thing, she was still very confident about her figure.

Guru!

Wayne Lin swallowed heavily. When he saw the neon clothes coming towards him, he
finally reacted and quickly said: “You, you, you, you, what are you doing!?”

The pretty face of Qing Guo Qingcheng, with obvious blush, her breathing

It’s not normal, it really embarrassed her to let her do this.



Fortunately, this is an absolutely closed secret room. Except for her and Wayne Lin,
there is no one else. She took a deep breath and said, “I am a rare extremely yin
physique in the world. For, it can wash away all the toxins in the body. In other words, I
am the antidote.”

After speaking, Nishang threw Wayne Lin down…

Wayne Lin was completely dumbfounded. No matter how strong his mental quality was,
and no matter how much he had seen in the world, at this moment, he was completely
confused, short-circuited in his mind, and couldn’t react for a long time.

In fact, Nishang’s words were too subversive for him. He had never heard of it. Doing
such things can detoxify!

However, the fact that this happened again made Wayne Lin have to believe it.

To tell the truth, Wayne Lin’s mind is very messy now, he never thought that something
like this would happen when he was killed.

The second woman in his life will be neon clothes.

When he saw a drop of glittering tears appearing in the corner of the neon clothes,
Wayne Lin calmed down and vowed in his heart that from now on, no matter what
happens, he must protect the neon clothes!

Nishang didn’t lie to him, the extremely yin physique did have infinite magical effects.
He could clearly feel that his body was recovering, and the poisoned legs slowly
recovered their intuition and began to swell.

Moreover, unexpected changes have taken place in his body. It seems that spring has
arrived, and plants have grown out of the dry land, glowing with new vitality.

This change lasted for almost an hour.

And they resisted each other from the beginning to slowly put in, the aura of neon
clothes gradually strengthened, from the weak acquired peak, slowly restored to the
innate state…



However, the benefits of neon clothes were not as much as Wayne Lin’s after all. She
just recovered to the second stage and stopped.

In the end everything came to a halt, and the secret room returned to silence.

“Let me go.”

Nishang first opened up in silence, she said in a low voice, her tone was obviously shy,
she lowered her head and didn’t dare to look up at Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin looked at her, and at the same time saw the piece of red on her clothes, his
heart was extremely gentle.

“Nishang, from now on, you will be my woman, and I will do my best to protect you.”
Wayne Lin said very seriously.

The words came from his heart, full of sincerity.

But Nishang heard his words, but suddenly his face turned aside, raised his head,
staring at him coldly, and said: “Laughter! When did I promise to be your woman! Wayne
Lin, I tell you, save today? You and I are just looking at the face of my aunt, and I don’t
want her to lose her son. I have no feeling for you! You are not allowed to mention this
matter in the future, no one can say, if you let me know, I can’t spare you!! “

The neon clothes suddenly became very cold, cold and ruthless, where is the shy and
gentle look just now?

This change of her made Wayne Lin stunned at the moment. He didn’t expect that the
neon clothes would react like this.

However, he saw the cold expression of Nishang, not as if he was joking, he began to
be silent, after a while, he slowly became cold, laughed at himself, and said: “I know, I
owe you my life. “

Nishang saw him like this, and some pain and intolerance flashed in his eyes, but after
a flash, he immediately returned to his cold and ruthless appearance, and said: “You go,
with your current strength, it is enough to defeat Ye Xingchen. “



“Okay.” Wayne Lin nodded, and when he walked to the door, he turned his head and
took a deep look at the neon clothes. He saw that the neon clothes were still cold and
ruthless, as if what they had just experienced was just a dream. He laughed at himself
again. With a smile, he opened the door of the secret room and walked out.

Walking out of this door, all his affection and tenderness were buried in his heart, and
the rest was endless anger and murderous intent.

Today, he wants to kill Ye Xingchen, even if Jesus comes, he can’t stop him!

A Life Upside Down Chapter 482 –
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Wayne Lin still doesn’t understand what the principle is, which will allow him to detoxify
after double cultivation with neon clothes, and it will also help him to improve his
cultivation and break through to the fourth stage of the innate realm.

When doing double repairs with neon clothes just now, he felt a kind of unprecedented
heartiness, which completely exceeded the height of normal men and women. He can
clearly feel that his body is constantly repairing, and every cell is cheering. This is An
experience he has never had before.

Obviously, this is the wonder of the extremely yin physique. When Wayne Lin merged
with the neon clothes, the extremely yin power of the neon clothes was continuously
input into his body, complementing him, and intersecting yin and yang.

It is no wonder that Ye Xingchen is so eager to double repair with neon clothes and
does not hesitate to resort to all despicable means.

But now, Wayne Lin was cheaper under the circumstances.



Wayne Lin took a deep breath. He could clearly feel that he was stronger than ever
before, whether it was physical, mental, or physical strength, it had reached a
prehistoric height.

“Is this the fourth stage of the Innate Realm? It is really strong!” Wayne Lin clenched his
fist and made a crackling sound, full of explosive power. He was confident that he could
beat Ye Xingchen with this punch. Seriously injured!

Now he looks very embarrassed, his clothes are a lot torn, and his body is stained with
dirt, but his spirit is full, especially his eyes are piercing and gleaming, compared to his
lack of hands. Before going up, it must be bright, and the two pupils are like two suns.
When ordinary people look at each other, they will be’burnt’ by his light.

“Ye Xingchen, I hope you are still here.”

After Wayne Lin said this, he had disappeared where he was, and when he reappeared,
he came out of the headquarters hall.

The thugs who were originally lying on the ground all stood up now and recuperated.
They were all startled when they saw Wayne Lin suddenly appear.

“Where is Ye Xingchen?” Wayne Lin’s eyes were like electricity, sweeping the audience,
but he didn’t find Ye Xingchen, he asked.

The thugs were stunned, and would not be able to react for a while. After all, Wayne Lin
was so embarrassed and poisoned just now, how could he recover after an hour? And it
felt even stronger, the breath was pressing on them, and it was difficult to breathe.

“Speak!” Wayne Lin frowned when he saw that they were all indifferent.

The thugs shivered, and said quickly: “He’s gone.”

“Yeah, I’m leaving. It seems to be looking for professional equipment to destroy the
secret room.”

“Randal, hurry up, too, the devil will be back soon, and you won’t be able to leave…”

They all started to worry.



Wayne Lin discovered something suddenly and said, “Where is the clown?”

Yes, he didn’t see the ugly master, combined with the heavy expressions of these thugs,
his heart jumped suddenly, with a bad premonition.

Could it be that the clown…

Wayne Lin didn’t dare to think about it anymore. For so long, the clown has become his
teacher, friend, and servant. If the clown is really gone, then he will be sad!

“Say! Talk!” Wayne Lin’s tone was cold and full of murderous aura.

The group of thugs in front of him slowly walked away and moved out a passage,
revealing the ugly master who was lying motionless on the ground with eyes behind.

There seems to be no sound.

From this angle of Wayne Lin, it can be clearly seen that the sunken wound of Chou Ye
was particularly obvious!

And the pale face without a trace of blood, and the dry blood on the corners of his
mouth.

Wayne Lin couldn’t help trembling, and he walked towards the ugly master with heavy
steps.

Every time he took a step, his hatred and anger became more intense, almost bursting
out!

The thugs who were present also bow their heads with sad faces.

Ugly Lord has no sound, it seems to be dead…

Wayne Lin walked to the ugly master, squatted down, and gently stroked the ugly and
gentle face of the ugly master, scene after scene of the ugly master’s experience
appeared in his mind.

Counting it down, he has known Master Chou for more than ten or twenty years.
Seriously speaking, Master Chou led him onto the road of martial arts.



And now, Ugly Lord died in front of him.

All this was caused by that beast Ye Xingchen!

At this moment, a cold and pleasant voice came from the neon clothes, “He is not dead
yet, but in a state of suspended animation.”

Wayne Lin was taken aback, looked at the neon clothes, “Really?!”

Ni Chang nodded gently, and then slowly walked over. She has now changed her
clothes and restored her previous cold look, like a fairy in the sky, not eating human
fireworks.

In the whole world, Wayne Lin might have seen her indulgent. Wayne Lin will never
forget the variety of styles and lingering looks. Now the neon clothes returned to the
cold look, which made him quite unaccustomed.

Nishang noticed Wayne Lin’s eyes and gave him a shameful look. Two faint blushes
appeared on her pretty face. Obviously, when she saw Wayne Lin, she couldn’t help but
think of the madness of the two.

But soon, she suppressed the strangeness, walked to the ugly master, and clicked a
few acupuncture points on the ugly master. Soon, the ugly master’s heartbeat began to
beat again, and the eyelids turned slightly. Slowly opened his eyes.

“Master, Master Nishang…”

Ugly Lord said weakly, “You are all right, great.”

As he said, he still wanted to stand up struggling, Wayne Lin quickly held him down, and
said, “You are seriously injured now, don’t move around casually.”

“Thanks, master…cough cough…”

Nishang took out a small ceramic bottle from his pocket, then poured out two small pills
from it, and said to the ugly master: “This is Yulu vitality pill, you can save your life if you
eat it.”



The ugly master immediately opened his eyes when he heard it, and shook his head
quickly, “Yulu vitality pill is so precious that his subordinates can’t bear it!”

Nishang said coldly: “Let you eat and eat. What do you do with so much nonsense.”

Chou Ye was very afraid of neon clothes, so he had to take these two Yulu vitality pills
and swallow them flattered.

After he swallowed it, soon, his breath began to calm down, his face slowly returned to
ruddy, and he had passed the dangerous period.

Wayne Lin couldn’t help feeling magical when he saw this scene. The neon clothes
became more and more mysterious in his eyes.

Chou Ye stood up and bowed deeply to Nishang, “Thank you, Master Nishang for your
life-saving grace!”

Nishang nodded lightly. At this moment, there was a sound of footsteps from outside the
door, the speed was very fast, and after a while, he had reached the door.

Wayne Lin squinted his eyes, looked over, and immediately saw Ye Xingchen, holding a
huge flame cutting machine in his hand, strode in.

And behind him, several people came one after another, all of them from the Northern
Sky Club.

Ye Xingchen saw Wayne Lin and Ni Chang, he was visibly stunned, but he didn’t expect
that the two of them dared to walk out of the secret room.

“Hahahaha…” He began to laugh, “Wayne Lin, Nishang, you two b*tches, but you are
out! Why don’t you keep huddling inside? Do you think I really can’t help you? Don’t talk
about you Hiding in the secret room, even if you hide in the eighteenth level of hell, Lao
Tzu can get you out!!”

“Oops!” Chou Ye and the others saw Ye Xingchen appear, their expressions changed
drastically, and they began to fear. Chou Ye said anxiously: “Master, Master Nishang,
run away, I will help you hold them!”



Chapter 483
The Ugly Master was very nervous, with layers of cold sweat on his forehead, and his
blood-colored face had just recovered, and now he started to pale again.

The same is true for other people, they are all swaying with fear.

Now they were terrified of Ye Xingchen to the extreme. There was no way, Ye Xingchen
was too powerful, and it brought them an indelible shadow.

However, even if they were afraid of Ye Xingchen, they were afraid that they would
disobey Ugly Master’s orders.

Wayne Lin was very moved. He held the Ugly Master’s hand, smiled, and said faintly:
“Don’t panic, I have already broken through, Ye Xingchen is not my opponent.”

What he said was very calm, without any domineering or heroic, just stating a fact, like
saying that people will die if they breathe.

After listening to Ugly Lord, he was stunned right now, and he couldn’t believe it.

And after Ye Xingchen heard it, he seemed to have heard a big joke, “Wayne Lin, I think
you have burnt your brain, you are about to die, and you are still bragging? You hit my
dart, painted on it Toxic, you are dead!”

“Really?” Wayne Lin smiled evilly, stepped out, and immediately, an overwhelming
momentum of moving mountains and filling the sea, emanating from the Agricultural
Bank of Wayne Lin Sehao City, swept towards Ye Xingchen!

There was no wind and waves, a gust of wind, blowing out of thin air, blowing Ye
Xingchen’s hair fluttered.

Suddenly, Ye Xingchen paled in shock, opened his eyes wide, and cried out in a gloomy
voice, “This is impossible!!”

Just now, the aura that Wayne Lin exudes actually gave him a strong sense of crisis, as
if facing a peerless powerhouse in the congenital realm of Dzogchen!



This doesn’t make sense, Wayne Lin is already poisoned, and there is no antidote.
Even if Wayne Lin is a master of the innate realm, he will not last an hour!

But now, Wayne Lin has not only survived for an hour, but has improved his cultivation! !
How is this possible?

The ugly master also realized later that he also finally discovered that Wayne Lin was
different, where he was half poisoned, but his aura was even more terrifying than
before.

Wayne Lin clenched his fists and then let them go. He began to walk towards Ye
Xingchen step by step, and said jokingly: “Why, are you afraid?”

Ye Xingchen stared at him fiercely, his face changed, and he couldn’t understand how
Wayne Lin was poisoned, how could he… Suddenly, he saw that he was on the other
side, and he was also restored to the neon clothes. , There was a thunderbolt in his
mind, and at the same time he blurted out: “Nishang, you slut, and Wayne Lin, you have
double repaired! Your extremely yin power solved his pain! Damn! Damn! Damn!!! “

His eyes were splitting, his expression was grim, and he looked terrified.

The scandal said that he also opened his eyes wide, staring at the neon clothes
dumbfounded, with a wonderful expression.

Nishang was stabbed out in front of so many people, and her pretty face turned red all
of a sudden. This kind of thing is simply a huge shame to her.

“Turn your face away!” Nishang glared at him with a fierce look, and the ugly master
shook his whole body in fright. He hurriedly turned his face to one side and didn’t dare
to look at it again, but the shock in his heart couldn’t stop. .

“Ahem.” Wayne Lin’s face also showed some embarrassment. He is also a thin-skinned
person. The two words double repair made him very embarrassed.

And their reaction strengthened Ye Xingchen’s guess, making him even more
uncomfortable, gritted his teeth.

“You guys and dogs!” Ye Xingchen is going crazy. He has always regarded the neon
clothes as his woman, and sooner or later he will be conquered by him, but now, Wayne



Lin has taken love with a sword and won the first place in the neon clothes. once! He
felt that his head was green and his hatred for Wayne Lin had reached its extreme.

Wayne Lin didn’t talk nonsense anymore, he snorted and shot Ye Xingchen directly.

His shot was immediately turbulent, and it gave people overwhelming oppression, which
was suffocating.

Ye Xingchen’s complexion changed again, and in an instant, he had an unmatched
thought in his heart.

After an hour of rejuvenation, his strength has recovered 90%, but now facing Wayne
Lin, he actually feels a huge pressure.

As for the number of people in Beitian behind him, even more needless to say, his face
was pale, his brain was blank for a moment, and he lost consciousness.

Ye Xingchen did not back down, he chose to head-on with Wayne Lin because he didn’t
believe Wayne Lin was really that strong! After just one hour, all the toxins on the body
can be eliminated.

But as soon as he fought with Wayne Lin, he immediately regretted it. Wayne Lin’s
punch directly broke his defense, and his explosive power shocked his arms to tremble.

“Why is this wild species so powerful?!”

Ye Xingchen was deeply shocked, and was struck back by Wayne Lin’s punch, hitting a
member of the Northern Sky Association behind, and directly knocking that member into
flight.

Wayne Lin was also a little surprised that he could shake Ye Xingchen back with one
punch.

Soon, he became more confident, no nonsense, stepped forward again, forming a
straight line, and with a slam, he rushed towards Ye Xingchen.

“Ye Xingchen, you are done.”



Wayne Lin’s voice fell in Ye Xingchen’s ears, like a magical sound, which made his
scalp numb, and he had fear in his heart, and he had no idea of   confrontation. He
turned around and ran away completely conditioned.

Moreover, he casually grabbed the two members of the North Sky Society nearby and
threw them at Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin flashed lightly, and then escaped. He didn’t lose much time, he showed a
sneer, “Ye Xingchen, you can’t run away.”

“Damn! Damn! Wayne Lin, a wild species, is obviously dying, why can he survive, and
his cultivation level has improved so much! It’s all to blame for that b*tch of Nishang,
who has double cultivation with the wild species in the secret room, and the extremely
Yin The force was instilled in the wild species!” Ye Xingchen was running fast, fleeing in
a hurry, “I am unwilling, I am unwilling!!”

Now he understands that he is not Wayne Lin’s opponent at all, and there is only one
dead end left. He can see that Wayne Lin wants his life.

Now he can only run, and when he is born, he will inform the organization for the first
time, believing that the character of the Saint King will definitely not take Wayne Lin
lightly.

So the only thing he has to do now is to run and run with all his strength.

However, there is still a noticeable difference in his speed compared to that. At this
moment, Wayne Lin and his distance are getting closer…

Finally, after half a minute, Wayne Lin caught up with Ye Xingchen and patted Ye
Xingchen’s back with a palm.

Ye Xingchen immediately felt the violent crisis, and all the goose bumps all over his
body stood up. He knew that if he suffered this palm, he would definitely be seriously
injured, and the end of a serious injury would be a death word!

“Ah ah ah ah ah!!”

Ye Xingchen let out a hissing roar, and suddenly, his running speed increased sharply.



Unfortunately, no matter how fast he ran, he was still inferior to Wayne Lin. He only
heard Wayne Lin’s disdainful sneer, a bang, and this palm hit him on the back!

“puff……”

Ye Xingchen suddenly spewed out a big mouthful of blood, and the speeding body
suddenly lost motivation. Wayne Lin’s palm was slapped to the ground, and he fell a
dog to eat shit. With a bang, he rolled up the ground for a while. dust.

Chapter 484
The situation stopped abruptly, Ye Xingchen lay on the ground, motionless, on his back,
a clear palm print suddenly appeared, shaking his clothes to pieces, and his upper body
was naked.

Wayne Lin’s palm used his full strength, not to mention Ye Xingchen’s mortal body, even
a piece of stainless steel would have to be sunken by him!

So Ye Xingchen received this palm, and he was completely wounded and lost the ability
to fight.

Wayne Lin took a long spit and quickly recovered his peak physical strength. He stared
at Ye Xingchen condescendingly, and said coldly: “Ye Xingchen, you are finished.”

Ye Xingchen still didn’t move, as if he was dead.

Even the breath is lost.

If other people were deceived by him, but how could Wayne Lin be deceived by him? It
is no exaggeration to say that Wayne Lin has bright eyes. He now sees whether a
person is alive, not because he has not breathed and heartbeat, but when he feels the
other person. Vitality, Ye Xingchen obviously still has vitality now. Unlike the ugly master
just now, he didn’t even have any vitality and entered a state of suspended animation.

“Pretend? If that’s the case, then I’ll cut off your head and bring it back to the neon
clothes.” Wayne Lin snorted coldly and started to do it.



Ye Xingchen panicked immediately, unable to pretend, and hurriedly said, “Randal, I
was wrong…”

Then, Ye Xingchen got up with difficulty, his face full of pain, and his body became a
distorted posture. There was no way, the palm of Wayne Lin just now caused him too
much damage, more than just slapped his bones. Even his internal organs suffered
extremely serious internal injuries, and now he would feel severe pain when he moved a
little bit.

Wayne Lin said with a faint smile: “Why, don’t you continue to pretend?”

When Ye Xingchen saw Wayne Lin’s appearance, he was extremely angry and
annoyed. He lowered his head, and his eyes exuded monstrous hatred for Wayne Lin,
but he did not dare to show it now. Wayne Lin’s strength made him feeling scared.

He can only endure, and steal his life, as long as he has a way to escape, then there
will be a chance for revenge in the future!

“Randal, I admit it this time. It is not your opponent. I hope you can spare my life. I am
willing to pay you 10 billion in compensation.” Ye Xingchen stared at Wayne Lin and
said, his posture was still very high.

Wayne Lin didn’t talk nonsense, he just walked over and slapped him on the face.

“You!” Ye Xingchen received this slap in the face. He gritted his teeth with hatred and
wanted to kill Wayne Lin immediately, but he didn’t dare.

“Why, dissatisfied?” Wayne Lin said disdainfully.

Ye Xingchen became even more angry. His dignified BRAGRUN organized the Eastern
Region’s Law Protector. How high was his status? Where did he have suffered such
humiliation? Right now, his face was green, his body trembled with anger, and his heart
attacked.

He is seriously injured now. The more excited he is, the more painful he is. He gasped
and said, “Randal, I admit that this time it was my fault. I lost to you. I am inferior to
others. I admit it. How can I compensate, as long as I can do it, I will give it to you!”

“Kneel down.” Wayne Lin stared at him and made a kneeling gesture.



Ye Xingchen opened his eyes immediately and said angrily: “Wayne Lin, don’t go too
far, I am also the guardian of the Eastern Region of BRAGRUN organization at any rate,
and it is impossible to kneel to you!”

“Really?” Wayne Lin sneered, flexing his hands, then I will interrupt your legs, and you
will have to kneel if you don’t kneel.

Feeling Wayne Lin’s killing intent, Ye Xingchen was immediately scared. He was
shocked all over his body, his face was ugly to the extreme, but there was no way,
people had to bow their heads under the eaves, who made him not Wayne Lin’s
opponent now Well, as long as Wayne Lin moved his fingers casually, he could kill him.

“As long as I kneel, are you willing to let me go?” Ye Xingchen gritted his teeth and
asked. He has grown so old and has never suffered such humiliation.

Wayne Lin said without a smile, “It depends on your performance. If I feel better, I might
let you go.”

Ye Xingchen was mad, he didn’t know that Wayne Lin was playing tricks on him, but
now, he has no other choice but to obey!

The blood in his eyes was red and bloodshot, and his chest was violently ups and
downs. In the end, he was still unwilling to kneel down to Wayne Lin, his eyes were
cracking, and he gritted his teeth and said: “Wayne Lin, I have accepted Ye Xingchen
this time, please. You let me go.”

Looking at Ye Xingchen’s humiliating look, Wayne Lin only felt incredibly refreshed and
unobstructed, so cool!

However, this is not enough.

“kowtow

. “Wayne Lin continued.

Ye Xingchen’s body shook severely. He was going crazy, clenched his fists, pinched his
nails into his skin, stared at Wayne Lin, and said, “Enough of you! I am also…”



With a snap, Wayne Lin kicked him in the face without waiting for him to speak, kicking
him out.

“Crack noise, I won’t say what I said a second time.” Wayne Lin stared at him coldly. For
people like Ye Xingchen, he doesn’t need to be kind at all. Over the years, he has
understood a truth. Be kind to the enemy is right. He is cruel, he would not do such a
thing.

Moreover, if it were not for Nishang to make sacrifices, double repair with him, and
reverse the battle, then their fate would only be worse, and Ye Xingchen would torture
them a hundred times.

Ye Xingchen roared in his heart, and he felt aggrieved to the extreme. He regretted it a
little bit. He had known that he was not so arrogant. He would deal with Wayne Lin
himself. He would report it to the organization at the beginning and let the organization
send someone over. OK!

His body was shaking violently, he wanted to fight Wayne Lin desperately, even if it was
death! But he didn’t have the guts at all, because he didn’t dare, he was very afraid of
death, he was only thirty-five years old now, and he still had a good life, he didn’t want
to die like this.

Therefore, he had no choice but to come over again, kneel down to Wayne Lin again,
and start to kowtow to Wayne Lin, “Wayne Lin, please have a lot of it, please let me go
this time. From now on, I When I see you, I will retreat and never dare to be your enemy
again. If you violate it, the sky will thunder and you will die!”

He swore a poisonous oath.

However, Wayne Lin didn’t speak. He raised his head and saw Wayne Lin looking at
him condescendingly, especially his disdainful, joking, and mocking eyes, which directly
exploded his mind.

Most importantly, Wayne Lin’s eyes flashed with cold murderous intent, and he had no
intention of letting him go. All that Wayne Lin did now was just humiliating him.

He lowered his head again, lost his mind, he was going to kill Wayne Lin! ! !



This kind of intense hatred and anger directly concealed his reason, so that he was not
ready, so he hurriedly shot out, took out a few darts on his body, and threw it at Wayne
Lin, thus repeating his skill.

These darts are highly poisonous, he didn’t believe it, this time Wayne Lin was
poisoned, and Nishang still had enough extremely Yin power to detoxify him!

“You die to me!!”

He roared out hysterically.

The speed is not slow.

However, after Wayne Lin suffered a loss, he was already on guard. In addition, this
time he took a hasty shot, revealing a lot of flaws. Wayne Lin discovered it in advance
and easily dodged it.

And while still in the air, he intercepted a dart and stuck his backhand on Ye Xingchen’s
chest.

Ye Xingchen stepped back and fell to the ground. He clutched his injured chest,
completely panicked and horrified, “I’m poisoned, I’m poisoned… Damn Wayne Lin! You
damn wild species!!!”

Wayne Lin looked at him coldly, “Now that I know the fear? I will let you taste the taste
of poisoning.”

“No, I can’t die! I have an antidote…” As he said, he hurriedly took out a medicine bottle
from his body and was about to swallow it, but Wayne Lin quickly snatched it over.

When his antidote was robbed, he became even more panicked, and grabbed Wayne
Lin, “You return the antidote to me!”

Wayne Lin kicked him away, opened the medicine bottle, and threw away the antidote
one by one.

At this moment, Ye Xingchen began to attack his heart with poison, and he started to go
crazy, “Wayne Lin! Give me the antidote! I am respected by the protector of the Eastern
Region, and I have a noble status and a high position. You can’t kill me!!”



“Wayne Lin, you are just a pariah, you can’t kill me, you are not qualified to kill me, you
return the antidote to me, otherwise BRAGRUN organization will definitely punish you,
catch you back, throw you into the Play Snake Valley, and torture me. !”

“Wayne Lin, I beg you, return the antidote to me, I don’t want to die yet…”

“Please, I can’t die, oooooo…”

Ye Xingchen was completely devoid of his usual arrogance and arrogance. Now he was
completely crazy. Finally, he knelt in front of Wayne Lin and kept kowtow, like a dog,
constantly begging Wayne Lin for mercy.

Of course, it was impossible for Wayne Lin to spare him. In the end, Wayne Lin slapped
his heavenly spirit cover with a palm, ending his life.

Ten minutes later, Wayne Lin dug a pit, buried Ye Xingchen in it, turned and left, and
returned to the headquarters of Ugly Master.


